
ROUND INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS

We provides various 4ports / 6ports / 8ports 
/ 10ports / 12ports for M8, M12 and 7/8” 
Junction boxes. 
All the Junction boxes can have led-indicators. 
Based on different requirement, junction boxes 
have integrated cable version, terminal connection 
version and connector version. 
Compared to the standard version, our  boxes 
are smarter now. We have junction boxes which 
can be installed on the rail guide directly, boxes 
have diagnose function, PNP to NPN adjust- able 
version, boxes can be set up address directly, etc. 
Challenge us with your new thought!

JUNCTION BOX

   .     

ROUND INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORSINDUSTRIAL COMMUNICATION SOLUTION ROUND INDUSTRIAL CONNECTORS

We provide M5~M40 full range of pre-mould- ing 
connectivity which can easily and conveniently fit 
with all kinds of industrial device, power, etc.

PRE-MOULDING CONNECTIVITY

M12
A,B,D,T Coding
3,4,5,6,8,12pins, Max.250V,4A

                                    M23
6~9,12,19pins Max.600V,30A

                   M12 
With LED indicator

M8/Φ8
3,4,6pins, Max.125V,4A

M16
2~8,12,14,19pins, Max.600V,20A

M40
4~8pins, Max.600V,42A

7/8”
3~5 pins Max.600V,9A

                    M12
T-CODINGSPLITTER

Our splitter have different version of 2-4 branches. Both M8 and 
M12 have standard version and Compact version. With the 
requirement of customer visual management, we provides 
different color(BK, YE, BU, etc.). Customer can have any length 
of the branch cable with the incremental of 0.1m.

We provide different size of receptacles with any length of cable.
M5, M8,M12,M16,7/8”,M23,M40 etc.

Available With Plenty Of Mechanical Connection: 
Metric thread, English screw,NPT, NPSM,PG, etc.

Different Mounting Method: 
Rear mount, Front mount

Different Housing Material:
Stainless steel,Nickel plated brass, Nylon, etc. 

FIELD WIREABLE CONNECTIVITY
We provide field wireable connectivity such as M8, 
M12,7/8”,M16,M23,RJ45,etc.  Customer can choose
normal housing material and full metal housing for 
good shielding ability. Screw terminal, solder terminal,
and IDC terminal can fulfill different application. 
All types of field wireable connectors have straight, 
angled, male and female configuration and can reach
IP67  protection.

RECEPTACLE

RJ 45
4pin, 8pin

M12
4,8,pins, Max.250V,4A

INDUSTRIAL NETWORK CONNECTOR
Our network connectors can fulfill kinds of network protocols. 
Provide safety assurance for the commutation in different industry application.
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3G/4G Router

Intelligent factory
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Dispatch manage center

Make modern factory more intelligent than ever!

GXC I/O-System

IO-Link Modules

GBS20 I/O-System

Compact IP67


